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One of the methods for defining translations i the so called syntax-directed 
translat ion scheme which can be interpreted as a pair of rather similar gram- 
mars with the productions working in parallel. Because of the similarity of the 
grammars each of the two grammars "fits" the other in the sense that for each 
derivation process in one grammar leading to a terminal word the corresponding 
derivation process in the other grammar also leads to a terminal word. For many 
practical applications it suffices to consider the case that one of the grammars 
fits the other, but not necessarily conversely. Investigating this idea, translations 
are obtained which are more powerful than the syntax-directed. It is shown 
that one can determine whether a given grammar fits another given grammar. 
As a by-product,  it is established that the containment problem for Szitard 
languages i decidable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of transforming certain sequences of symbols into other 
sequences of symbols is of crucial importance in many areas of computer 
science. Consider, e.g., a programming language such as ALGOL 60. A 
compiler for ALGOL 60 supposedly transforms a given ALGOL 60 program 
- -and such a program is nothing but a sequence of symbols, after all--into 
another sequence of symbols, namely the corresponding machine-language 
or assembly-language program. Or consider a commercial environment in 
which certain data files are to be restructured in a specified manner; again this 
is a situation which can be understood as a transformation of sequences of 
symbols. 
One possibility for defining transformations of sequences of symbols is 
the notion of (formal) translation. 
DEFINITION 1. A (formal) translation T is a set of pairs (x, x') of words x 
and x' over some alphabets 27 and 27'. Intuitively, if (x, x') is element of a 
translation T, then x is the given input word and x' the desired output word. 
In investigating translations it is clearly not only necessary to define sets 
of pairs of words, but also to examine algorithms which, given an input word, 
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compute an output word in a reasonably efficient manner. One rather natural 
way of specifying translations i to consider pairs of (context-free) grammars 
with a one-one correspondence of their productions and corresponding 
productions working in parallel. Before giving a precise formulation of this 
idea the notion of (context-free) grammar is briefly reviewed for completeness 
sake. 
DEFINITION 2. A (context-free) grammar is a quadruple G = (N, ~, P, S) 
where N and 2: are disjoint finite sets, their elements being called variables 
and terminals, respectively, where S in N is called the start variable and P 
is a finite set of productions of the form A ~ ~, with d in N and ~ in (N u Z)*. 
For any production p = A --~ c~ and arbitrary words fi, 7 in (N u 27)* an 
application of p to the word f lay yields fi~7, in symbols ~A 7 ~ P tic W. For a 
sequence d of productions, d = Pl ,  Pe ,...,P~, n >~ 1, write ~0 ~ an instead 
of ~0 ~1 o~ 1 =:~/)2 " ' "  ~ lon 0~ n and call d a derivation in G. The derivation d is 
called terminal if S ~d x where x in 27* and in such a case d is said toproduce x. 
A word/3 in (N w 2J)* is said to be a sententialform if there is a derivation d
such that S ~d ft. The set L(G) = {x ~ X* I S ~ x} is called the language 
generated by G. 
For convenience it is assumed that each production A -~ a contains each 
variable at most once in a and furthermore that grammars are always reduced, 
i.e., for each variable A derivations d 1 and d~ exist such that S ~dl  
xAz  ~2 xyz for some x, y, z. 
Notation. Throughout this paper, let G = (N, 2~, P, S) and G'= 
(N', Z', P', S') be two grammars with a one-one correspondence of their 
productions. For each production p in P let p' in P' be the corresponding 
production. Furthermore N = {A 1 .... , A~}, N'  = {AI',... , A'~.}, S = A 1 
and S' = AI'. 
DEFINITION 3. The pair translation T(G, G') generated by the grammar 
pair (G, G') is defined by 1 
T(G, G') ~ {(x, x ' ) ]x  and x' are produced by corresponding 
terminal derivations}. 
1 When using pair translations one often does not consider all possible corresponding 
terminal derivations, but imposes the following conditions: If S ~ ~, ~/~ ~'2 x 
and N" ~q"  ~' ~"  ~ ~a2" x'  are corresponding terminal derivations w i thp  = A -+ % 
p' = A '  -+ ~' then (i) the leftmost A in ~, is replaced and (ii) if ~' contains an A" 
generated at the same time as the leftmost A in y, then that A'  is replaced; otherwise 
the leftmost A ~ in y' is replaced. The above conditions rule out certain undesired 
pairs of derivations. They do not influence the rest of this paper. 
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A major problem with pair translations is the fact that for a terminal 
derivation in one grammar the sequence of corresponding productions in the 
other grammar is not necessarily again a terminal derivation. 2 This leads to 
the introduction of agreeable grammar pairs and agreeable pair translations. 
DEFINITION 4. A grammar pair (G, G') is called agreeable if for each 
terminal derivation in one of the grammars G and G' the sequence of cor- 
responding productions is a terminal derivation in the other grammar. 
A pair translation is called agreeable if it is generated by an agreeable grammar 
pair. 
In the past, a number of attempts have been made to impose conditions 
on G and G' to assure that (G, G') is agreeable, e.g. in the definition of 
simple syntax-directed and syntax-directed translations by Lewis and Stearns 
(1968) and by Aho and Ullman (1969 and 1972). 
One may also ask the converse question: 
If (G, G') is agreeable, what can one say about the structure of the pro- 
ductions ? This question has been answered by Penttonen (1974): (G, G') is 
agreeable if and only if G and G' agree up to terminals, up to a one-one 
renaming of variables and up to a permutation of variables on the right-hand 
side of corresponding productions. 
Since the conditions in the above theorem are exactly those used for 
defining syntax-directed translations, the latter cannot be generalized if 
(G, G') has to be agreeable. 
For many applications it is not necessary that (G, G') is agreeable. This 
fact suggests to consider grammar pairs (G, G') where for each terminal 
derivation in G the sequence of corresponding productions i again a terminal 
derivation in G' (but not necessarily conversely). 
DEFINITION 5. A grammar pair (G, G') is called fitting if for each terminal 
derivation d in G the sequence of corresponding productions is a terminal 
derivation in G'. 
The pair translation T(G, G') is called fitting if it is generated by the 
fitting grammar pair (G, G'). 
It is easy to see that the class of fitting pair translations contains the 
class of syntax-directed translations properly, since the translation T = 
Consider e.g. the productions Pt = S --+ a, P l '  - -  S ~ aS", p~ = S ~ B, 
p~" -- S'--+ B', P3 = B---*a, P3" = S'--~a. Both dl =P l  and d2 -- Pe,P3 are 
terminal derivations, but neither dl' -- pl' nor d2' = P~', P3' are terminal derivations: 
dt' is not terminal, and d2' is not even a derivation. 
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{((abc)L a'~b~c~)ln ~ 1} is well-known not to be syntax-directed, but is 
generated by the fitting grammar pair (G, G'), where 
e=({& .... ,Ao},{a,b,c},{p~ ....,p~},A~), 
G' = ({AI' , .... A4'), {a, b, c}, {Pl',..., P,'}, Aa') 
and 
corresponding 
production Pi production Pi' 
A 1 --+ A 2 A 1' -+ A2'A3'A ~' 
A 2 --+ aA~ A 2' -+ aA(  
A 3 --+ bA 4 A 8 ' --+ bA 3' 
A 4 --+ cA 2 A 4' -~ cA 4' 
A2 --~ aA 5 A 2' -+ a 
A 5 -+ bA G A 8' --+ b 
A 6 --+ c A 4' -+ c 
More interestingly, even translations involving word duplication such as 
{(x, xx) [ x in L, L is a context-free language} can be generated by fitting 
grammar pairs. 
The condition that (G, G') is a fitting grammar pair will now be formulated 
by means of Szilard languages. 
DEFINITION 6. Let G = (N, 27, P, S) be a grammar. For each production 
p in P let Z(p), called the label of p, be a unique element of a finite set L. 
The Szi lard language ~Sz(G)  associated with G is defined by 
Sz(  G) = {)'(Pl) "'" h(p~) ] Pl ..... p~ is a terminal derivation in G}. 
Consider the two grammars G and G'. If for each production p in P the 
corresponding production p'  in P '  has the same label, that is A(p) = h(p,), 
then (G, G') is a fitting grammar pair if and only if Sz(G)  C Sz(G') .  
For practically applying the concept of fitting pair translations, it is 
important o determine, whether a given grammar pair is fitting or not. In 
In the literature, Szilard languages are also called derivation languages. Often it 
is allowed that some productions have many labels. This has no effect on the following 
proofs. In this case, consider sets P and /5, with repetition which contain instead of 
one production with many labels many productions, each with one label. The interested 
reader is referred to Salomaa (1973). 
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the next section it is shown that this "fitting problem" and the equivalent 
containment problem for Szilard languages are decidable. 
2. THE DECIDABILITY OF THE FITTING PROBLEM 
In the following proof Parikh's theorem is applied to the sentential forms 
of the grammar G. Since one is not interested in the terminals appearing in a 
sentential form, but only in the variables, one considers n-vectors whose ith 
component indicates the number of occurrences of the variable Ai • 
Notation. Throughout he sequel, the small letters u, v, w, t, b will denote 
vectors. 
DEFINITION 7. For some fixed natural number n, an n-vector is an ordered 
n-tuple of integers, an n+-vector an ordered n-tuple of nonnegative integers. 
I f  u ~- (u 1 ..... u~) and v = (vl ,..., v~) are n-vectors and c an integer, then 
u -1- v = (u 1 -}- v 1 ..... u n + vn) and cu ~ (cu 1 ..... cun). 
For the n-vector u = (u 1 ..... Un) let u(i) =u i ,  1 ~ i ~ n, denote the 
ith component of u. 
The n-vector O n is defined by 0n(i) = 0 for all i, 1 ~ i ~< n. The n-vector 
ei ~, 1 ~< i ~< n, is determined by ei~(i) = 1 and ei(l) = 0 for all l, 1 ~< l ~< n, 
l~ i .  
Notation. In what follows, let V, V', V+ and V+' denote the sets of all 
n-vectors, n'-vectors, n+-vectors and n+'-vectors, respectively. Vectors in g 
are denoted by u, v, w, t, b, those in V' by u', v', w', t', b'. For 0 n write just 0, 
for 0 n' write 0'. " ' ' ei n, 1 <~ i <~ n, is abbreviated by ei , e~., 1 ~ i <~ n', by ei. 
A set E of n+-vectors i  termed linear if there is an integer k>/0  and n+- 
vectors bo, b I .... , bT~, called a basis of E, such that E = {u~ V+ lu = 
k 
bo + ~i=l ribi , for some nonnegative integers r 1 ,..., re}. A set of n+-vectors 
is called semilinear if it is a finite union of linear sets. 
DEFINITION 8. For the alphabets N = {A 1 ,..., d~} and 2: the mapping W 
of (N k) Z)* into V+ is defined by T(~) = (#Al(a),..., #A,(a)), a ~ (N w Z)* 
where #Aria) denotes the number of occurrences of the variable A i in the 
word a. For a setF _C (N u 22)* the set Fr(F) is defined by Fr(F) = {T(c~) ]c~ aF}. 
For alphabets N'  = {AI',..., An'} and X'  the mapping W' of (N'  u Z')* 
into K+' is defined in the analogous way. 
Using the mappings N[W'], each sentential form fi[/3'] appearing in any 
derivation in G[G'], is now represented by W([3)[W'(fi')]. 
643/30/2-6 
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Convention. Consider G = (N, 27, P, S). I f  not stated otherwise, in the 
following N = {el ,..., en}, 27 = Z ,  S = e 1 and each production p = _d i ~ c~ 
is now replaced by the production p = e i --~ ~v(c~) in vector form. For any 
product ionp  = e i - -~u in P, 1 -~ i~n,  u in V+ and n+-vectors v and w 
write v ~ ~ w if v(i) ~ 0 and w ~- e - -  v i + u. For a derivation d ~ Pl  ,'.., P~ 
write v 0 ~a vn instead of v 0 ~f~ v 1 ~ "- ~r~ vn . Clearly, d is a terminal 
derivation if e 1 ~a 0. An n+-vector v is a sentential form in G if there is a 
derivation d such that e 1 ~a v. Since G is reduced, for each variable ei, 
1 ~< i ~ n, there are derivations d1 and d2,such that e I ~a~ ei ~a~o ' I f  not 
stated otherwise, the grammar G' = (N',  27', P ' ,  S')  is transformed in the 
same way as G. 
The condition fitting is clearly invariant with respect o the transformation 
of G and G': (G, G') is fitting if e 1 ~d 0 implies e l' ~a" 0' for all terminal 
derivations d in G. The following theorem characterizes the set of all sentential 
forms S(G)  in G defined by S(G) = {v ~ V+ [ v is a sentential form in G}. 
THEOREM 1. The set S(G) is semilinear. 
Proof. Consider the untransformed grammar G = (N, 27, P, S) where 
N ~ {A s .... ,An}. Define the grammar G 1 = (AT/, Z' I ,  P1, $1) where 
N1 = N, 272 = ~,  $1 = S and /)1 is obtained from P by el iminating all 
terminals on the right side of each production in P. Then  construct he 
grammar G 2-  (N2 ,Z2 ,P2 ,S2)  where N~ =N 1 ={A s .... ,An} , Z 2 
{al ,..., an}, $2 = $1 ~ A~ and 1)2 = P~ k) {Ai -~ ai [ 1 <~ i <~ n}. Let T~ be 
the usual Parikh mapping of ~*  into the set of n+-vectors defined by 
}P~(x) = (#a~(x),..., #a,~(x)), x ~ 272*, where #a~(x) denotes the number  of 
occurrences of the terminal ai in the terminal word x. It follows from the 
construction of G 2 that T~(L(G~)) = S(G). Since G2 is a grammar, Parikh's 
Theorem implies that ~(L(G2) )  and therefore S(G) is a semilinear set. By 
Theorem 1, for any sentential form v in G there exist an integer k >/0  and 
n+-vectors b0 , b 1 ..... b~ such that v = b 0 + ~2i=1 r~bi for some nonnegative 
integers r 1 ,..., r~. 
DEFINITION 9. Let d' = P l ' , ' " ,  P (  be any sequence of productions in P '  
such that Pi' = ei'~ --+ ui', 1 ~ i ~ l. The value of d', in symbols z(d'), is 
defined by 
1 
z(d,) = Y~ (e ; , -  ui'). 
i= l  
Clearly, if d'  is a derivation in G' such that v' ~a" 0', then z(d') = v' e V+'. 
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For any sentential form v ~ V+ in G the set f (v) is defined by f (v) = 
{z(d') ] v ~a O, d cycle-free} 4. 
Additionally, define f(O) = 0'. 
Note that the elements of f (v)  may have negative components. 
Let #(M)  denote the number of elements of the set M. 
I f  #(f(v))  = 1, then instead of f (v)  = {w'} write f (v) = w'. 
An n+'-vector w' ~f(v) can be interpreted as a correspondence vector 
indicating for which combination of variables in G' each derivation cor- 
responding to a terminal derivation of v is terminal. To be able to restrict 
attention to finitely many terminal derivations of v only cycle-free derivations 
are considered. 
It is now possible to state necessary and sufficient conditions that a grammar 
pair (G, G') is fitting. These conditions are obviously decidable. 
An intuitive description of these conditions precedes the theorem. 
According to condition 1, there is exactly one correspondence v ctor for 
each variable in G. Condition 2 says that the correspondence v ctor of the 
start variable in G is the start variable in G'. By condition 3, for each of 
finitely many suitable t's and productions p applicable to t yielding w the 
application of the corresponding production p'  to the correspondence 
vector f (t)  yields the correspondence v ctor f(w), i.e., the application of a 
corresponding production to a correspondence vector again yields a cor- 
respondence vector. 
THEOREM 2. (G, G') is a fitting grammar pair if and only if the conditions 
1-3 hoM: 
(1) #(f(e,)) = 1, for alli, 1 ~< i ~< n 
(2) f(el) -=el' 
(3) Let E be one of the finitely many linear sets defining the semilinear 
set S(G) and let bo, bl .... ; b k ~ V+ be a basis of E. 
Then  for each t --  b o , b o q- b~ ,..., b o + b~ t ~ w implies f(t)  ~v ' f (w) .  5
Proof 
I. Suppose the conditions 1-3 hold. 
(a) v ~ S(G) implies #(f(v))  = 1. 
A derivation d in G such that v ~a 0 is called cycle-free if in no branch of the 
associated erivation tree any variable occurs more than once. 
I f  #f(t)  > 1 or #(f(w))  >1,  then f(t) ~ ' f (w)  is really an abbreviation of: 
There exists an t' of(t) such that for some w' c f (w) :  t' ~"  w'. 
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Pro@ v can be represented in the following way: 
v = ale 1 --  a2e 2 . ! . . . .  -k a,,e, for suitable a i ,  1 .~-/i .~ n. 
Thus  #(f (v ) )  = #(a l f (e l )  . t a2f(e.,) " . . . . .  i- a~f(e.,)) - -  1, by condition 1. 
(b) I f  v e S(G)and v -~ '  u, thenf (v )  ~7"f (u ) .  
k 
Pro@ v ~ S(G) implies v .... bo  ! Y+.-1 ribi for suitable ri , 1 ~-2- i =~ k, 
and b o, b I ..... b k the basis of a suitable linear set E in S(G). By v - ,v  u, 
there exist y, t ~ V_ such that v :-= y ~- t where t ~ {bo, b o :- b I ,..., b o -i-- bl~} 
and t =>P w. Then  u = y ! w. By condition 3, f ( t )  ~.~"f(w).  Consequently, 
f (v )  - - f (y ) i  f ( t )  ::> ~(/(y) + f (w)  = f (u )  as desired. 
(c) e~ ~'~ v 1 =~',., .-. ~"  v ,  therefore implies f (e l )  =-~Vf(vl)  ---~'d 
-" =>*',,'f(v,,) where f (e l )  = e 1' bv condition 2. Therefore,  e 1 ~ '~ ..... P, 0 
implies e~' = f(e~) -~ *'/. . .- ",' f (0)  = 0' for any terminal derivation p, ..... p ,  
in G. Consequently, (G, G') is a fitting grammar pair. 
I I .  Suppose the grammar pair (G, G') is fitting. It will be shown that the 
conditions 1-3 hold. 
Proof o f ( l ) .  Suppose that there is an ei, 1~ i ~ n, such that v l '  , 
v.,' ~f(ei) .  Then there are cycle-free derivations d 1 and d., such that 
e; ~t ,  0, e i ~a~ 0, v a' = z(dl' ) and v,,' = z(d2' ). Since G is reduced, there 
is a derivation d such that e I ~a  ei ~d~ 0 and e t =->d ei _~a.~ 0. (G, G') fitting 
implies e a' =>a' v'  ~aa' 0' and e 1' ~a,  v' =a£ 0'. By Definit ion 9, it follows 
that v' = Z(dl '  ) == 'U I t  and v' --- z(d2' ) ==.- v.,', i.e., v 1' = v,,'. 
Proof of (2). Since (G, G') is fitting, for all cycle-free derivations d such 
that e I ~aO,  e 1' ~0"0,  holds. By Definition 9, e 1' -= z(d') for all such 
derivations d'. Since #(f (eO)  .... 1 according to (1), f (e l )=  z(d') .... e~'. 
Proof of (3). Let t e {bo , b 1 - ,  b o .... , bo - i  bk} and p be a production with 
t =>~' w. Consider the case w 4= 0. Since t • S(G) and G is reduced, there 
exist a derivation d 1 and a cycle-free derivation d 2 such that: e I ~a~ t ~ '  
w ~ao 0. Since d. a is cycle-free and condition I holds, z(d2' ) --  f (w) .  (G, G') 
fitting implies e~' ~d~' t' ~"  W' =>a£ 0'. By definition ofz(d.,'), w' = z(d2' ) --= 
f (w) .  By the same argument as above, there exists a cycle-free derivation d a 
such that e~ _~d~ t ~aa 0 and z(d~') = f ( t ) .  (G, G') fitting implies e 1' ->a~" 
t' :~q" 0' and t' ~-- z(da' ) = f( t ) .  Consequently, f ( t )  ~"f (w)  holds i fw  ~ 0. 
Now consider the case w = 0. Then  there exists a derivation d 1 such that 
e I =~a~t ~ '0 .  (G, G') fitting implies e~' =>d~'t' ~ '0 ' .  By definition of 
z(p'),  t' := z(p')  .... f ( t )  and thus f ( t )  - -  t' ~"  0' = f (0)  as desired. Th is  
concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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The conditions 1-3 in Theorem 2 can be easily formulated as an algorithm 
for deciding whether or not a given grammar pair (G, G') is fitting. 
Given a grammar pair (G, G'), the above algorithm is used to test whether 
(G, G') is fitting. If the result is "yes", a given inputword x eL(G) is parsed 
(e.g., with Earley's algorithm) yielding a derivation d such that S ~a x. 
Observing the conditions (i) and (ii) in footnote 1 the corresponding deriva- 
tion d' generates an outputword X' such that (x, x') ~ T(G, G'). 
3. TIME COMPLEXITY 
Concerning the time complexity of the decision algorithm given by 
Theorem 2, it is shown below that the number of steps needed to check the 
conditions 1-3 may be more than c n for some constant c and n as above the 
number of variables in the grammar G. In particular, the number of cycle-free 
derivations needed to calculate f(e~) for all i, 1 ~ i ~ n, in condition 1 may 
already exeed c ~ for some constant c. In the following example a grammar is 
given with not less than 2 ~ cycle-free derivations. 
EXAMPLE. 
where 
e~-+ vE P 
ei-* OcP  
Let G = ({e 1 ..... en}, 4, P, el) be the grammar in vector form 
l 1, t where v ( j )=  0, j=  for alli, 1 ~<i~<n.  
Then the number of cycle-free derivations d in G such that e~ ~aO, 
1 ~< i ~< n, is not less than (n -- 1)(n - -  2) "" 1 = (n --  1)!. Therefore the 
number of all cycle-free derivations in G is not less than n • (n --  1)l = 
n! > 2 ~ (for n > 3). 
Nevertheless, in grammars interesting for practical applications, the 
behaviour seems to be often much better than exponential. The following 
grammar G with 20 variables given in BNF generates imple ALGOL 60 
programs and has, e.g., only 53 cycle-free derivations as can be verified 
manually without much trouble. 
To show that condition 3 holds, a basis for each linear set in the semilinear 
set S(G) must be known. Following the proof of Theorem 1 this is done by 
constructing the usual Parikh mapping W~(L(G~)) = S(G), where G 2 is a 
transformation of G. For demonstration, W~(L(G)) is constructed. It turns 
out that W~,(L(G)) is even a linear set. 
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The grammar G-~ (N, .-~, P, (prog)) where #(N)  ----- 20, #(Z ' )= 57 is 
given by the following set P in BNF:  
(prog) : :=  begin (decs)(sts) end 
(decs) : :=  ~ [{dee); (decs) 
(dec) : : :  integer (name) 
{name) : : :  (lett) [ (lett)fname) 
(lett) : : :  a [ b l c "" [ x IS [ z 
(sts) : :=  ~ [ (st ) ;  (sts) 
(st) : : :  (name) : ( s )  I ( s )  
(s)  : :=  (assign) ](if) l (read) ](print) 
(assign) :: = {name) :=  (exp) 
(exp) :: = (term) [ (term)fadd)fexp) 
(add) : :=  -}- I - -  
(term) : :=  {fact) l (fact)(mul)(term) 
(mul) : := . ]+ 
{fact) : :=  (numb) [ (name) ]((exp)) 
(numb) : :=  (dig) I (digXnumb) 
(dig) : :=011121"" [9  
( i f )  :: = if (exp)(eomp)(exp) then goto (name) 
(eomp) : :=  <1 =]> I ~] '~/ ]  :/: 
(read) ::= read ((name)) 
(print) ::= print ((exp)) 
Since the Parikh mapping is invariant with respect o the sequence of the 
terminals in a terminal word, L((exp)) can, e.g., be denoted by the following 
regular set: 
L((exR) = ({name, numb} oR)* {name, numb} (/r)* 
= (lett oR)* lett(lr)* (lett)* 
LI (dig oR)* dig(lr)* (dig)* 
u ({lett, dig} oR)* lett oR({lett, dig} oR)* dig 
(lr)* (lett)* (dig)* 
U ({lett , dig} oR)* dig oR({lett, dig} op)* lett 
(lr)* (lett)* (dig)* 
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where 
lett ~ {a, b, c,..., x, y, z) 
dig = {0, 1,..., 9} 
op = {+,  - ,  , ,  +}  
I denotes a left bracket (
r denotes a right bracket) 
(dig)* and (lett)* collect all digits and letters beyond the one required digit 
and letter in number and name, respectively. The above regular set implies 
W~,(L (exp)) = (lett) + nl(lett , op) + n2(l, r) + n3(lett ) 
V (dig) 4- n4(dig, o1>) 4- na(l, r) 4- na(aig) 
w (lett, dig, op) 4- n7(lett, op) 4- ns(dig, o1>) 
4- rig(l, r) 4- nlo(lett ) 4- nn(dig )
In the above example n-vectors are denoted by the names of those components 
which are not equal to zero, e.g. (2dig, op) denotes the n-vector whose 
components responsible for digits and operands have the values 2 and 1, 
respectively, all other components are equal to zero. 
Since the number of terminals in the given context-free grammar is 57, 
7I~ maps terminal words into a set of n-vectors where n = 57. By similar 
simplifications as for L((exp>) and observing that the components lett, dig, 
op and comp themselves are semilinear sets, it can be shown that 
k 
W~(L(G)) -= b o 4- Z rib~ where k = 3710385 
i=1 
and each bl,  0 ~< i ~ k, is an n-vector for n = 57. 
The rather large size of the basis--whose xamination can be carried out, 
however, on a computer in a reasonable amount of t ime--stems from the 
fact that there are 26 letters, 10 digits, 4 arithmetic operators and 6 comparison 
operators, and these numbers enter multiplicatively. I f  there exists only one of 
each, W~(L(G)) is a linear set with a basis of 23 vectors, each vector an n- 
vector for n = 15. 
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